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Ninety-five durum wheat genotypes were analysed in terms of the electrophoretic 
compositions of their gliadin proteins (PAGE) and total ·reduced proteins 
(SDS-PAGE): the proportions of each component were determined by densitometric 
scanning of the stained gels. The data were analysed statistically to identify 
associations between gliadins or glutenin subunits and both technological and 
agronomic attributes. The results confirmed that the mo~t effective associations for 
predicting useful breeding traits were those between LMW-glutenin subunits, or y
gliadins '42' or '45', and the viscoelastic characteristics of gluten. However, some 
other ex- or P-gliadiil allelic types with minor effects were identified. Severat' 
technological traits (other than cooking quality) and several agronomic attributes 
were found to be associated with specific gliadin or glutenin components. The exact 
nature of these associations remains to be clarified and eventual genetic linkages 
determined, but in the meantime these new markers may help further to improve 
durum wheat breeding methodology. 

Introduction 

Several studies have described close relationships between specific gliadin or LMW
glutenin components of durum wheats and quality attributes, especially gluten 
viscoelasticity and firmness1- 5, or dough strength6

• 
7

• These results are useful in directing 
breeding strategies8

• 
9

• On the other hand, most of the other technological traits of durum 
wheats (milling quality, pasta stickiness etc.) have not been associated with specific 
protein markers. A large part of the protein polymorphism has not been investigated, 
however, to determine whether or not new markers of technological attributes might be 
identified, since most investigations have concerned one locus (Gli-BJ) only, out of the 
six that control the major storage proteins in durum wheats10

-
12

• 

The present work aimed to explore the whole PAGE and SOS-PAGE patterns of. 
durum wheat proteins, more especially electrophoretic regions such as ex- or p-gliadins 
and also reduced protein components other than LMW-glutenins. 

In the first part of this study13
, a number of allelic-type associations between gliadin 
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components or reduced protein components in durum wheats were either confirmed or 
described for the first time based on statistical analysis of densitometric data. In this 
second part, we have investigated associations between all possible allelic groups and 
both technological and agronomic attributes. 

Since much of the previous work has been based on the presence or absence of a 
particular allele, the question has been raised as to whether the various contributions 
made to gluten characteristics or to cooking quality of pasta by the different alleles might 
be accounted for by differences in physicochemical or functional properties, or simply 
due to differences in the amount of certain protein components4

•
14

•
15

• We have, 
therefore, discussed the effect of the different al!elic types on the basis of the estimated 
amount of the protein present. 

Experimental 

Plant material 

The 95 genotypes described in part I of this study13 were used. All the samples of this study 
were sound considering that most of them were introduced in the official trials for registration in 
France. It is assumed that no degrading factor has apparently biased the technological results and 
that the use of mean values of quality data from the different growing locations provides a correct 
representation of the intrinsic quality of each genotype. 

Protein composition 

PAGE and SOS-PAGE patterns, densitometric analyses and statistical relationships were 
obtained by procedures described in part I of this study13• The proteins submitted to 
electrophoresis fractionatioits were extracted from the same semolinas as those used for 
technological tests. PAGE and SOS-PAGE respectively allowed consideration of 38 gliadin bands 
and 17 reduced protein components. 

Technological tests 

Samples (200 kg) of 37 licensed cultivars and of the 34 varieties submitted for registration were 
tempered to 17 % moisture and milled in a semolina pilot plant as previously described 16• The yield 

,of purified semolina was generally between 70 and 77%. The yields offtour and bran by-pr<?ducts 
was between 7 and 12% and 15 and 26%, respectively. Semolina (6 kg) was processed into 
spaghetti in a laboratory-scale extrusion press (AFREM, France) and dried for 24 hat 37 °C17• 

Samples (3 kg) of the 24 F 6 to F 8 breeding lines were tempered to 17 % moisture and milled in 
a Chopin CD2 laboratory mill (Tripette and Renaud, France)18• The yield of purified semolina 
was 50-55 %. Semolina (0·6 kg) was processed into spaghetti in a small-scale extrusion press 
(Sercom, France) and dried for 24 hat 37 °C. 

Dried spaghetti strands were checked for colour (yellowness index and brownness index) using 
a Labscan spectrocolorimeter (Hunterlab Associates Lab Inc., Reston, VA, U.S.A.), according to 
Alary et a/.18• 

Spaghetti was scored for cooking quality: samples of 100 g were cooked and overcooked in 
mineral water, pH 7·3±0·1 19 for T + 6 and T + 11 min, respectively (T =minimum cooking time, 
checked by the disappearance of ungelatinized starch at the centre of spaghetti strands). 
Condition-of-surface scores (from l, very poor, to 9, excellent) of cooked and overcooked 
spaghetti were determined by a four-person panel considering all stickiness and surface 
deterioration characteristics. The rheological aspects of cooking quality were measured by 
submitting semolina to microdisc (7 mm diameter) processing and Viscoelastograph evaluation as 
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previously described. 20 A cooking index was then inferred (score range: from I, very soft, to 12, 
very strong). 

Other laboratory tests 

Protein content(% N x 5·7) was determined by the Kjehldahl method. Glutens were extracted and 
submitted to Viscoelastograph measurements to determine firmness and elastic recovery as 
previously reported 21 • SOS-sedimentation was carried out according to Axford et al. 22 

Miscellaneous tests (test weight, 1000 kernel weight, black-point, non-vitreousness, wet and dry 
gluten content, gluten hydration, were carried out according to official French methods23

• 

Agronomic attributes 

Data on the agronomic characteristics of the licensed cultivars were obtained from the wheat 
variety trial report of GEVES (Groupe d'Etude des Varietes et des Semences)24 • For each 
attribute, each cultivar was assigned a mean value in a 1-9 scale (I: very poor; 9 very high). 

Statistical analysis 

As in part I of this study13, the various biochemical, technological and agronomic data were 
computed in three different files (licensed .cultivars, varieties submitted for registration and 
breeding lines, respectively) that were considered independently for the statistical anaJyses. Except 
for agronomic data, which were available only for the licensed cultivars, only the correlations that 
have been confirmed in at least two sets of genotypes have been considered. 

Results 

Quality range· of genotypes and relationships between the different techn~logical data 

Close· to normal distributions of the data for most of the tests were obtained, except 
for viscoelastic characteristics of gluten, which essentially showed a bimodal distribution. 
The genetic diversity of the cultivars and breeding lines also resulted in very broad 
ranges for most of the parameters measured (range, mean, and s.o.), as shown in Table 
I. 

Obviously, the ranges of quality data are quite different depending on whether 
cultivars, varieties submitted for registration, or breeding lines are considered. For 
instance, the range in gluten viscoelasticity is much narrower among breeding lines than 
among cultivars, an effect of a selection based on y-gliadin composition, which has 
resulted in the elimination of almost all 'type-42' (weak gluten) genotypes from the 
recently developed genetic material. Such a set of lines was of a great interest since it 
allowed us to investigate the association between the different criteria from a normal 
distribution of the samples, breaking away from the strong influence of the two opposite 
'42' and '45' families of genotypes. 

Correlations between the different technological data confirmed previous 
reports21

•25- 27 since the most significant associations (Table II) were found between 
gluten firmness and elastic recovery, between the condition-of-surface of cooked pasta 
at T + 6 or T + 11 min and protein content or brownness index, and between non-
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TABLE I. Range of quality data, means and standard deviations for the three different sets of genotypes 

Cultivars Submitted varieties Breeding lines 

Character Range Mean (s.o.) Range Mean (s.o.) Range Mean (s.o.) 

Pilot tests 
Test weight (TW) 76·3-84·3 81·0 (2·0) 80·9-84·9 82·8 (1·3) 
Semolina yield (SEM) 64·6-76·1 71·5 (2·8) 70·4--77·2 74·1 (1-7) 
Flour yield (FLO) 6·9-12·1 9·1 (1·4) 6·5-10·2 8·2 (0·9) ~ 

Bran yield (BRN) 15·3-26·5 19·4 (2-4) 15·4--20·3 17·6 (1·4) ~ 
Spaghetti surface after T + 6 min 3-9-8·0 5·4 (0:9) 3-6-6-0 5·0 (0·6) 4·2-5·6 4·9 (0·4) > 
(T+6) c: 

-i 
Spaghetti surface after T + 11 min 2·4--6·5 3·9 (0·9) 2-2-4·8 3·8 (0·7) 2·5-4·9 3·8 (0·6) :::t' 

> (T+ II) z 
Pasta brownness index (BI) 13·4--19· l 16-6 (1-6) 15·6-18·5 16·9 (0·9) 15·8-19·0 17·1 (1·5) > 
Pasta yellowness index (YI) 35·5-55·6 47·3 (5·6) 34·6-49·6 41-7 (4·2) 34·0-52~0 41·4 (4·9) z 

0 
Laboratory tests p 
Protein content (PRO) 11·9-15·8 14·0 (1·3) l 1·3-16-0 13-6 (l ·3) 10·7-14·9 12·6 (H) 0 
1000 kernel weight (TKW) 25-4-47·5 36·1 (8·2) 32·0-50·1 42·9 (4·3) 34·9-53-9 44·2 (5·4) > 
Non-vitreousness (NV) 2·5-49·8 15-7 (10·9) 5·0-74·0 28·2 (16) 2·0-80·0 45·0 (16) ~ 
Black-point (BP) 0·0-14·8 4·2 (3·8) 0·0-21·8 2·9 (4·3) 0·3-11·2 2·9 (1·8) lTI 

:::t' 
SOS-sedimentation volume (SOS) 13·0-33·0 17-5 (5·3) 0 
Wet gluten content (WG) 25·3-4H 31·9 (3·8) 
Dry gluten content (DG) 8·4--15·4 1 H (1·6) 
Gh~ten hydration (GH) 61·3-72-2 65'3 (3·1) 
Gluten firmness (FIR) 1·45-2·95 1·91 (0·42) 1·40-2·58 2·00 (0·32) 2·12-3·02 2·56 (0·27) 
Gluten elastic recovery (REC) 0·28-1·95 1 ·29 (0·46) 0·60-1·83 1·39 (0·32) 1·62-2·02 1·83 (0·11) 
Pasta microdiscs cooking index 2·5-12·0 7·6 (2·4) 
(Cl) 



TABLE II. Correlation between the different technological data for 37 durum wheat cultivars11 (all coefficients are multiplied by lOOO)b. 

TKW BP SV SEM FLO BRN BI YI PRO T+6 T+ 11 REC FIR SOS 

TKW 1000 546** -85 402* 102 -549** 240 -271 222 66 176 211 305 194 
BP 1000 19 121 66 ..:..115 222 -386* 182 363* 141 -53 -41 329* 
sv 1000 -456** 499** 234 -64 428** 52 25 56 156 148 34 
SEM 1000 -559** -851*** 45 -540** 413 256 264 -196 -175 44 
FLO 1000 41 .116 381* -105 -29 52 542** 547** 112 
BRN 1000 -128 410* -431** -290 -352* -107 -135 -123 
BI 1000 177 152 354* 400* 51 95 -13 
YI 1000 -61 1 35 -6 -30 141 
PRO 1000 613*** 734*** 47 -96 124 
T+6 1000 918*** 217 0 374* 
T+ll 1000 252 45 335* 
REC 1000 845*** 340* 
FIR 1000 210 
SDS 1000 

n Correlation coefficients above 575 are very highly significant (*** P < 0·00 I), those over 418 are highly significant(** P < 0·0 I), and those over 325 are significant 
(* p < 0·05). 

b Symbols for quality attributes ~re as in Table I. 
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vitreousness and flour yield (positive), semolina yield (negative), or yellowness index 
(positive). 

Significant correlations were also found between 1000 kernel weight and black
point (positive), semolina yield (positive) or bran ratio (negative). Interestingly, flour 
yield was found to be associated with the viscoelastic properties of gluten (extracted 
from semolina) but not with the condition-of-surface of cooked pasta. 

However, since calculations have been based on mean values for quality data for each 
genotype (so that the origin of variation in protein content is made essentially genetic), 
some relationships that occur widely, but whose origin is rather intravarietal, were not 
studied. For instance, associations were not found between protein content and non
vitreousness, nor between brownness index and protein content. 

Associations between electrophbretic components and technological data 

From the three different sets of genotypes, the above-mentioned 38 gliadin bands 
(PAGE) and 17 reduced protein components (SOS-PAGE) were considered. Using an 
approach similar to that used in previous studies of bread wheats28

-
31

, the relative 
intensity of each a-, ~-, y- and ro-gliadin component and of each protein component 
measured by densitometry was used as a variable for calculating the correlations with 
technological data. 

As indicated in part I of this study, the reproducibility of the densitometer analyses 
was ± 2 % when scanning the same electrophoretic pattern and only ± I 0 % when 
scanning different patterns of the same sample. Accordingly, the computed band areas 
.correspond to the means of three scans carried out for three different protein extracts of 
each semolina sample; this was assumed to decrease the effect of densitometric error on 
the overall analysis. 

(a) Gliadin bands. Table III shows the correlation coefficients for the 24 bands (out of 
38) that were significantly associated with at least one of the tests for the 37 varieties 
submitted for registration. Not all these 24 bands were positively correlated with the 
technological parameters, firstly because among the different tests, very different or 
antagonistic characteristics were expressed, and secondly because different allelic groups 
mutually exclusive of particular proteins were present13

• · 

For instance, the intensities of y-43 and y-45 were very highly correlated with gluten 
firmness and elastic recovery, whilst those of the ro- and y-gliadin bands 23, 38, 40 and 
42 were negatively correlated with these criteria and, to a lesser extent, with SDS
sedimentation index and with the condition-of-surface of cooked pasta, confirming 
previous work based on the presence of group y-45 or group y-42 gliadins 
respectively1

• 
2

•
8

• 
9

• 
26

• 

Interestingly, some other components have been found to be more or less highly 
significantly correlated (depending on the set of genotypes) with technological 
parameters. In addition to y- and ro-gliadins, some allelic a- and p-gliadin groups were 
also associated with gluten characteristics. For instance, most of the bands of the 'P-60' 
group (more especially bands 59, 62 and 65) (present, for example, in cvs. Bidi 17, 
Cargivox, Clairdoc) and of the 'a-73' group (73, 77, 79, and 84) (cvs. Bidi 17, Diabolo, 



TABLE Ill. Correlation coefficients relating the intensities of gliadin bands and quality datan 
for 34 durum wheat varieties (all coefficie!lts are multiplied by IOOO)b > en en 

Gliadin 0 
(") 

bandsl' TKW BP sv SEM FLO BRN BI YI PRO T+6 T+ll REC FIR SOS > --i 
23 -53 177 -236 -175 -461** -81 -213 -136 -51 -266 -311 -808*** -680*** -431** 0 
35 -357* -30 221 18 119 -97 115 -222 33 179 258 446** 430** -142 z en 
38 -148 -32 -364* 94 -491** 197 -143 84 2 -217 -287 -908*** -853*** -337* = 
40 -189 0 -320 -32 -238 190 -213 120 -165 -308 -388* - 796*** - 754*** - 362* ~ 
42 -173 52 -331 -JO -380* 253 -152 177 -93 -316 -388* - 889*** - 806*** -400* ~ 
43 193 -79 385* 23 236 -178 123 -217 -47 186 224 815*** 790*** 448** rri 

rri 
45 82 -74 228 13 300 -205 52 -187 69 219 288 836*** 774••• 408* z 
55 -566** -448** 70 118 -354* 82 -270 106 277 168 131 -290 -540** 25 .,, 
58 -417* -400* 72 -7 -272 181 -378* 8 243 202 182 -81 -393* 264 

:;a 

59 446** 327 66 -127 478** -:150 226 -21 -183 -212 -170 291 565** -251 ~ 
rri 

60 486** 389* 80 67 447** -364* 360* 77 144 106 244 Ill 301 -288 z 
61 -325 -317 30 18 -354* 202 -248 7 163 181 147 -67 -369* 147 en 
62 407 286 6 -35 493** -271 213 -15 -86 -145 -77 280 528** -279 > 
63 -179 -108 94 41 -50 -18 -1 68 342* 564** 563** 90 -140 379* z 

0 
65 533** 316 -68 -114 455** -151 171 -12 -139 -174 -135 324 561** -249 ,0 
73 172 -29 276 -368* 354* 219 119 270 -275 -112 -177 390* 420* 400* ~ 
76 18 187 -82 639*** -535** -432** -125 -455** 116 -7 -14 -471** -519** -201 > r 
77 455** 256 164 -300 396* lll 247 116 -194 -103 -123 341* 549** 27 ~ 
78 -383* -154 -146 265 -425* -50 -301 -95 305 53 68 -319 -469** -266 -< 
79 354** 66 231 -395* 412* 216 96 332* -238 -86 -133 387* 392* 470** z 
80 -50 28 94 627*** -474** -456** -65 -508** 158 59 66 -361* -445** -176 0 
82 8 81 7 622*** -483** -444** -117 -451** 107 5 6 -417* -476** -216 c 
84 351* 227 121 -406* 437** 213 296 138 -225 -75 -88 381* 531** 30 :;a 
94 53 177 -236 643*** -414* -513** 48 -358* . 353* 427* 416* 99 -79 90 c 

~ 

n Symbols for quality attributes are as in Table I. ~ 
::c 

b Correlation coefficients above 587 are very highly significant (*** P < 0·001), those over 430 are highly significant (** P < 0·01), and those over 335 are rri 
> significant (* P < 0·05). --i 

c Band nomenclature of Zillman and Bushuk32• 

N • 

~ 
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Montferrier) were positively correlated with gluten firmness, whilst the opposite trend 
was observed for the 'a.-76' group (76, 78, 80 and 82) (cvs. Arcour, Capdur, Chandur, 
Kidur, Tomclair). On the other hand, genotypes containing '~-60' or a.-73 gliadin 
groups had large kernel characteristics since the intensity of these bands was correlated 
with 1 OOO kernel-weight, whilst the opposite was found for genotypes containing the 'P-
58' group (cvs. Amidur, Casoar, Flodur), or the 'a.-78' gliadin band (cvs. Blondur, 
Tomclair). Genotypes with a more intense P-58 group were less sensitive to black-point, 
unlike those with the ~-60 group (cvs. Bidi 17, Clairdoc, Montferrier). Genotypes with 
the 'y-42 ', P-58, or a.-76 types were also characterized by a lower flour yield upon pilot 
milling, whereas the opposite was found for the P-60 and a.-73 types. Although the a.-76 
allelic type (present, for example, in cvs. Agathe, Arcour, Capdur) was especially 
interesting since it appeared to be characterized by a significantly higher semolina yield 
and lower bran ratio, it was also statistically associated with a lower yellowness index 
for pasta made from it. 

Some of these associations between gliadin bands and technological data are more 
clearly illustrated on a principal component anaysis map (Fig. I). 
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FIGURE I. Principal component analysis distribution in the first principal plan of 
the proportions (%) of 38 gliadin bands (numbered from 20 to 94) and of 

technological data for 37 varieties submitted for registration. 
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TABLE IV. Correlation coefficients relating the intensities of reduced protein components (SOS-PAGE) and quality data for 37 durum > 
fll 

wheat cultivars" (all coefficients are multiplied by IOOO)b fll 
0 
(') 

SDS-PAGE > -I 
subunitsc TKW sv BP BI YI PRO Cl T+6 T+ll REC FIR 0 z 

fll 

281 (2**) 160 -91 138 -66 -105 -146 -372* -358* -450** -386* -366* = 
316 (6) 33 -287 156 58 9 24 -41 -·6 -77 -184 -129 lTl 

-I 
340 (13) -263 166 -154 182 -197 -153 -151 -439** -388* -263 -183 ~ 

lTl 
345 (20) 184 67 -18 -252 132 242 83 139 179 231 163 lTl 

363 (16) -277 238 -56 Ii 3 -413* -80 -263 -458** -394* -428** -350* z .,, 
382 (8) 16 -263 55 131 61 -23 -30 -43 -111 -131 -63 ,., 
566 -200 -434** 32 326* -9 44 -582*** -548** -553** -794*** -681*** 0 

-I 
606 -224 74 -92 -20 -19 87 -184 -475** -298 -243 -175 lTl z 622 -287 18 -60 86 -3 90 -330* -410* -282 -376* -236 I'll 

630 262 31 -54 -98 -7 -119 73 -4 -57 180 42 > 
750 215 434** -49 -279 -55 19 716*** 630*** 713*** 867*** 793*** z 

0 
776 -176 -55 -167 226 1 -19 -665*** -623*** -647*** -:- 717*** -659*** 0 
806 229 -149 127 -142 368* -97 167 307 274 348 76 c: 

> 839 -139 -323 17 232 -65 32 -655*** -542** -619*** -855*** -792*** r"" 

847 176 302 -36 -210 -20 -46 692*** 626*** 658*** 843*** 768**** =i 
872 -447** -95 -133 331* 81 109 -309 ...,...334• -303 -428** -346* -< 
893 479** 52 275 -229 -23 -62 97 331* 258 217 152 z 
900 -428** -136 -200 332* 139 82 -347* -241 -210 -340* -379* 0 

c: ,, 
n Symbols for quality attributes are as in Table I. c: 

~ 
b Correlation coefficients above 515 are very highly significant ( .. * P < 0·001), those over 418 are highly significant (** P < 0·01), and those over 325 are 

~ significant (* P < 0·05). :r: 
('Subunit nomenclature is from Berger and Le Brun33

• Assignment according to the more commonly used nomenclature for HMW-glutenin subunits3~ appears lTl 

in brackets. The new subunit 281 has been named 2** due to its proximity with the classical subunit 2* .. > 
-I 

N 
0 ...., 
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(b) Reduced protein components. Table IV shows some examples of correlation 
coefficients between the intensities of reduced protein components and technological 
data in the case of the 34 licensed cultivars. As for gliadin bands, not all the 17 protein 
components were positively correlated with the technological criteria. 

For instance, the intensities of LMW subunits 750 and 847 (closely linked to y-45 
type) are very highly significantly associated with gluten firmness and elasticity and to 
a lesser extent with cooking index and condition-of-surface of cooked spaghetti, whilst 
the converse was found with subunits 566, 776 and 839 (closely linked to :y-42 type). This 
is not surprising since subunits with mobilities 750-847 essentially comprise LMW
glutenin subunits with only minor amounts of ro- or y-gliadin components and since 
LMW2 subunits (750-847) and "LMWl subunits (776-839) are closely linked with r
gliadins 45 and 42, respectively4

• On the other hand, it is important to note that the 
intensities of HMW subunit bands are less closely associated with cooking quality data: 
subunits 2** (281), 13 (340) and 16 (363) are slightly negatively correlated with cooking 
quality, whilst subunits 6 (316), 8 (382) and 20 (345) do not show any significant effect; 
these results partly confirm previous reports25

•
35

•
36

• From another set of genotypes (not 
shown) subunit 7 (335) showed a positive association with cooking quality attributes, 
but the low frequency of occurrence of classes with such subunits prevents any firm 
conclusion. 

Few associations were found with other technological attributes. Only the components 
872-900 appeared slightly negatively correlated with the size of the kernal (negative) and 
with the brownness index of pasta (positive), whilst the opposite was found with 
component 893. On the other hand, the yellowness index was slightly correlated with the 
intensity of bands 363 (negative) or 806 (positive). The other associations that could be 
observed in Table IV were found to be not significant in other sets of genotypes. 

Associations between e/ectrophoretic components and agronomic traits 

As with the technological variables, correlations were calculated between the intensities 
of gliadin bands or protein components and agronomic traits available from the 34 
licensed cultivars. 

The most significant correlation coefficients are presented in Table V using data based 
on the groupings of bands reported in the first part of this study13

• 

Only a minority of components show significant associations with agronomic data, 
and no correlation was very highly significant. Also, some agronomic traits such as grain 
yield, yellow rust resistance or mildew resistance did not seem to be associated with any 
specific protein component. A few significant associations were observed, however. 
Genotypes containing the P-60 gliadin group or component 893 (cvs. Bidi 17, Clairdoc, 
Durox, Montferrier), for instance, tended to have lower tillering and earliness, unlike 
genotypes with the P-58 group or components 872 plus 900 (cvs. Calvinor, Chandur, 
Regal) which generally belonged to spring types. The cx-76 gliadin block (cvs. Arcour, 
Cando, Capdur, Regal) was statistically associated with a high resistance to lodging 
(exception: cv. Agathe), whilst the cx-73 gliadin block (cvs. Amidur~ Bidi 17) was 
associated with low tillering and high resistance to brown rust. Genotypes belonging to 
the y-42 (and LMWI) type tended to have higher tillering or black rust resistance and 



TABLE V. Some statistical associations between electrophoretic components and agronomic traits11 for 37 durum wheat cultivarsb 

Gliadin bands or blocks 
ro-23 
ro-31 
ro-35 
ro/y-38-40-42 
y-43-45 
y-51 
(3-55-58-61-63 
(3-59-60-62-65 
<X-73-77-79-84-87 
<X-75-81 
<X-76-80-62-85-86-94 

Reduced proteins subunits or 
blocks 
HMW-316-382 
HMW-340-363 
HMW-345 

566 
606 
622 
630 

LMW-750-847 
LMW-776-839 

872-900 
893 ' 
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+ 
11 Symbols of agronomic traits are as follows: YIE: grain yield; TIL: tillers/m2

; KSP: kernels/spike; LAT: tolerance to late planting; EARL: earliness; HEI: 
plant height; CR: cold resistance; LR: lodging resistance; DLR: black rust resistance; YRR: yellow rust resistance; BRR: brown rust resistance; ESR: eye-spot 
resistance; MR: mildew resistance; FR: fusarium resistance. 

b Positive and negative correlations are expressed by + and - respectively. Single signs correspond to correlation coefficients th~t are significant (P < 0·05) for 
the band (or for all bands of the block) considered. Double signs ( + + or - -) correspond to correlation coefficients that are highly significant (P < 0·01). 
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TABLE VI. Synopsis of the main· associations of gliadin and glutenin blocks with technological and agronomic attributes in durum wheats 

Assignment to 
chromosomal loci 

Glu-AJ 

Glu-Bl 

Gli-Bl 

Protein 
components 

HMW-glutenin 
HMW-glutenin 
subunits 

w-Gliadins 
+ 

y-Gliadins 
+ 

LMW-glutenin 
subunits 

Block 
reference 

2** 

6+8 

7+8 

13+ 16 

20 
y-45 
(LMW2) 

y-42 
(LMWl) 

Technological Agronomic 
attributes attributes 

Lower cooking quality 
Higher condition of surface in Brown rust susceptibility 
"y-42' types 

Higher gluten firmness and ~ 

elastic recovery !1 
Lower gluten firmness and > 
condition-of-surface c: 

-I 
Lower yellowness index ~ 

Brown rust resistance z 
Very high gluten firmness and Black rust susceptibility > z 
elastic recovery Brown rust resistance 0 

High condition of surface of p 
cooked pasta 0 

High SOS-sedimentation > 
ti volume m 

High non-vitreousness :::a 
Low gluten firmness and elast- Black rust resistance 6 
ic recovery Brown rust susceptibility 

Low condition of surfa~ of 
cooked pasta 

Low SOS-sedimentation 
volume 

Lower non-vitreousnes·s 
Lower flour yield 



TABLE VI. (continued) 
> 
{/l 

Assignment to Protein Block Technological Agronomic 
{/l 

0 
chromosomal loci components reference attributes attributes n 

~ 
Gli-A2 y-Gliadins a.-73 Large kernel Brown rust resistance 0 z 

Higher flour yield Lower tillering {/l 

Higher gluten firmness = 
y-76 Lower flour yield Lodging resistance ~ Higher semolina yield rn 

Lower gluten firmness and rn z 
elastic recovery .,, 

Lower yellowness index 
,, 
0 

a.-81 Small kernel ...:.I rn 
Higher gluten elastic recovery 2 
in y-42 types {/l 

> 
Gli-B2 P-Gliadins P-ss Small kernel Earliness z 

Lower flour yield 0 
t:;) 

Resistance to black-point c 
P-60 Larger kernel Lateness > r 

Susceptibility to black-point Lower tillering ~ Higher flour yield Higher fertility -Higher gluten firmness z 
Unidentified loci or y-Gliadins y-51 Eye-spot resistance 0 c: 
multiple. coded Fusarium resistance ,, 

c: 
components ~ 

Aggregative 622 Brown rust susceptibility ~ 
albumin(?) :r: 

630 Brown rust resistance 
rn 

Cold resistance ~ 

~ 
0 
....J 
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lower brown rust resistance, whilst the opposite held for genotypes belonging to the y-
45 (and LMW2) type. Brown rust resistance was also associated with the presence of the 
HMW 345 allele (cvs. Amidur, Arbois, Durelle) and brown rust sensitivity to the 
absence of the HMW 316 plus 382 allele (cvs. Agathe, Cando, Flodur). y-Gliadin 46 
(Ourox, Kidur) was associated with black rust resistance, whilst the intensity of the y
gliadin 51 band, although being present in most of the durum genotypes, was correlated 
with eye-spot and fusarium resistance. Component 630 (Alpidur, Durelle, Brumaire), 
which has been tentatively assigned to a HMW-albumin type, was statistically associated 
with cold resistance (exception: cv. Bidi 17). 

General Discussion 

Associations between electrophoretic components and technological or agronomic data 

This investigation aimed to determine how effectively some quality characters could be 
predicted in breeding programs according to the intensity of certain protein components. 
Because raw technological data depend on variety, year of growth, environmental 
factors and protein content, and cannot be correlated with electrophoretic data that are 
essentially fingerprints of the genotypes, all calculations have been based on mean values 
of quality data for each genotype. It must be emphasized that any association obtained 
in this way should not be explained by a particular protein content of the samples and 
should be adapted to the prediction of the potential value of genotypes (or 'intrinsic 
quality') by the breeder, although not for assessment of quality at a grain trading level. 
On the ot~er hand, wheat storage proteins are inherited in blocks, and we have preferred 
to retain the associations that were observed for all members of a block since these are 
more likely to be consistent or valid than those based on individual bands. 

Unlike previous studies, which have been restricted to the bands coded by either the 
Gli-Bl (y-gliadins plus co-gliadins plus LMW-glutenins) or Glu-Bl (HMW-glutenins) 
loci, the present work has explored all possible regions of the PAGE and SOS-PAGE 
patterns including a- and p-gliadins and some intermediate or fast moving protein 
components in SOS-PAGE. A general summary of the main associations found from the 
different blocks is given in Table VI. 

As in reports concerning bread wheats28
-

31 the results provide evidence of statistically 
based associations between quality data and electrophoretic components. Some 
associations are quite effective in predicting quality attributes. The most significant is the 
relationship of gluten viscoelastic characteristics and the intensity of any band of the 
allelic group y-42 or y-45, confirming all previous results based on presence/absence of 
these components3

•
6

-
7

• 

Some other associations seem to be less effective iri predicting technological data, but, 
since they are highly significant for the different sets of genotypes, it is likely that they 
are applicable to all combinations in durum wheat breeding. For instance. some cooking 
quality attributes have also shown some significant association with components other 
than those encoded by the Gli-B J locus. For the first time, higher values of gluten recovery 
and of gluten firmness have been correlated with the occurrence of the particular P-60 
or a-73 gliadin allelic types. Also, a lower surface score of cooked pasta seems to be 
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obtained when the specific' 13 plus 16' or '2*' HMW-glutenin types are present. On the 
other hand, the discovery of associations between the P-60 gliadin allelic type, high 
values for 1000 kernel weight, higher flour yield and susceptibility to black-point, or 
between the ex-76 gliadin allelic type and higher semolina yield or poorer yellowness 
index of pasta, is of some interest since no biochemical marker has been reported 
previously for these technological attributes. 

The occurrence of such associations develops further the concept of using protein 
components that are positively or negatively linked to quality37

•
38 to formulate strategies 

in breeding programmes, where an important objective would be to combine the 
maximum of bands with positive effects i~ the same genotype. However, a question that 
arises is whether these associations act additively with the major 42/45 allelic-pair, which 
has the strongest effect, or whether they derive simply from some correlation between the 
technological tests (see Table II) (viz. gluten recovery, condition-of-surface of pasta, 
black-point, flour yield) or from partial association between the allelic types themselves 
(viz. the preferential association between types y-42, P-58 and ex-76, or between types y-
45, P-60 and ex-7313• Interestingly, the analysis of sub-assemblies of genotypes comprising 
either y-42 or y-45 types (Table VII) sheds some light on this question. For instance, lines 
with y-45 and ex-73 have a significantly higher average score of gluten elastic recovery 
(1·74 mm) than lines with y-45 and ex-76 (1·49 mm), or than the average of all y-45 types 
(1·61 mm). Likewise, in spite of the large standard deviation observed when considering 

TABLE VII. Comparative effects of some cx-gliadin, P-gliadin and HMW-glutenin allelic types 
in sub-assemblies of 'y-42 type' or •y-45 type' durum wheat genotypes (mean values±s.o.) 

Gluten Condition-of- 1000-
Size of elastic surface of kernel- Black-
class recovery pasta weight point 

y-42 types 
All y-42 types 13 0·76±0·23 4·47±0·76 35·4±3·6 5·2±4·0 
y-42 +cx-76 10 0·69±0·20 4·53±0·90 36-5±2·7 6-4±3·9 

+ cx-81 3 1·00±0·27 4·30±0·17 31·9±4·7 1-7±1-1 
+P-58 11 0·75±0·24 4·54±0·85 34·8±3·7 6·0±3·7 
+P-60 2 0·83±0·34 4·10±0·00 38·5±1·6 0·7±0·6 
+HMW-6+8 7 0·82±0·28 4·88±0·51 35·8±3·0 6-6±4·2 
+HMW-13+ 16 1 0·47 2·80 35·6 - 4·0 -
+HMW-20 4 0·75±0·19 4·14±0·48 35·8±5·1 2·8±2·6 
+HMW-2** 1 0·61 3-40 30·6 - 6-0 --

y-45 types 
All y-45 types 21 1·61 ±0·17 5·53±0·61 38·6±6-3 3·6±3·0 
y-45 +cx-73 7 1·74±0·20 5·49±0·68 40·4±6·7 3·2±2·8 

+cx-76 8 1·49±0·10 5-71 ±0·51 39·4±4·7 4·3±3·8 
+cx-81 5 1-72±0·12 5·10±0·45 33-3±5·9 1·2±0·8 
+P-58 14 I ·63 ±0·21 5·25±0·55 35·8±5·5 2·0±2·6 
+P-60 7 1·59±0·19 6-09±0·20 44·2±3·4 6·5±3·1 
+HMW-6+8 7 1-68±0·18 5·55±0·72 36·9±5·8 4·0±~·6 
+HMW-7+8 I 1·68 4·70 35·9 - 0·3 -
+HMW-13+ 16 2 1·45±0·07 5·25±0·57 38·5±2·3 3-7±0·4 
+HMW-20 11 1·54±0·16 5·64±0·56 40·0±7-3 4·0±3·9 
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the whole set of y-42 or y-45 types, lines having the particular combination of y-45 with 
P-60 are significantly more sensitive to black-point (6-5 %) than lines with y-45 and P-
58 (2·0 % ) ; lines with y-45 and a-81 or with y-45 and P-58 have a smaller kernel; lines 
with y-45 and HMW 13 plus 16 have a lower gluten viscoelasticity than those with other 
HMW types. 

In some cases, however, the associations found within y-42 types confirm neither those 
observed within y-45 types nor those that appeared from correlations on the whole sets 
of genotypes, suggesting some interaction between the different allelic types. For 
instance, within y-42 types, lines with a-81 have a higher average score for gluten elastic 
recovery (l ·00 mm) than those ~ith a-76 (0·69 mm), and lines with HMW 6 plus 8 have 
a higher condition-of-surface score at T+6 min (4·88) than those with HMW 20 (4·14), 
whereas these allelic types did not show any significant effect when considering lines with 
y-45. 

Concerning the correlations with agronomic traits, there is little agreement with 
previous reports. No specific allelic type seems associated with characters such as yellow 
rust resistance, whose gene (at least for certain races) has been mapped close to Gli-Bl 
locus39

-41, nor to earliness, that has been associated with the Gli-A2 locus42
• 

Although these results, simply based on correlations, must be considered with care, 
since the level of significance is never very high and since the agronomic data were 
available on one set of genotypes only, they may indicate some possible linkages that 
have not been observed previously, and they may be helpful therefore for directing 
further investigations. For instance, further genetic analysis· should be carried out to 
check any possible linkage between the presence of the P-58 allelic type and characters 
such as til.lering, tolerance to late planting and earliness, between the presence of the P-
60 allelic type and characters such as fertility, or between the presence of the a-76 
allelic type and resistance to lodging. 

Relationship between pasta cooking quality and the amounts of specific protein subunits 

An essential element of c0oking quality is the ability of durum wheat protein 
components to interact during pasta processing and to give insoluble aggregates and 
viscoelastic complexes able to entrap starch granules and to limit· the surface 
disintegration of pasta upon cooking9

• 
27

• · 

Our results raise the question as to whether the various contributions to cooking 
quality attributes by the different alleles might be accounted for by differences in 
physicochemical or functional properties or by simple differences in the amount of the 
corresponding protein components4• 14• 15 • 

In a previous paper4
, we suggested that the differences in gluten quality between y-42 

type and y-45 type wheats could be simply explained on the basis of the relative amount 
of the aggregative LMW-glutenin fractions (respectively 14% for the allelic type LMWl 
and 27 % for the converse allelic type LMW2), while no significant differences could be 
observed between the amounts of y-gliadin 42 and y-gliadin 45 themselves .. In the present 
work, we have estimated the mean total percentage of the major groups of components 
(HMW- and LMW-glutenins; a-, P-, y- and y-gliadins) and checked for differences 
between the different allelic types correlated with quality data (Table VIII). 
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The most significant differences involve protein subunits with mobilities between 750 
and 847. Although this group of bands in the SOS-PAGE pat~em includes other 
polypeptides as well as LMW subunits4

, the differences in the mean percentages (19·3 % 
for the quadruplet 750 plus 776 plus 806 plus 839 and 34·6 % for the triplet 750 plus 806 
plus 847) are highly significant between the y-42 and y-45 types respectively and confirm 
our previous hypothesis. On the other hand, no significant quantitative differences were 
found between the different P- or y-gliadin allelic groups. 

TABLE VIII. Estimation of the proportion of certain components (HMW- and LMW-glutenins; 
ex-, p-, y- and m-gliadins), as mean percentag~ of total proteins, for the different allelic types 

correlated with quality data for 34 durum wheat cultivars 

Protein Block Size of Mean Standard 
components reference class proportion deviation 

Reduced protein subunits of 6+8 14 8·3 2·3 
mobility 281 to 382 (HMW- 13+ 16 3 6·4 2·9 
glutenins) 20 15 8·5 2·5 

Reduced protein subunits of LMW2 21 34·6 4·0 
mobility 750 to 847 (LMW- LMWl 13 19·3 .4·3 
glutenins) 

cx-Gliadins cx-73 7 36·9 4·2 
cx-76 18 29·6 3-7 
cx-81 8 30·2 4·4 

P-Gliadins P-58 25 26·7 3·6 
P-60 9 26·6 4:0 

y-Gliadins y-42 13 26·3 3·2 
y-45 21 28·6 3·0 

m-Gliadins y-42 13 19·7 4·1 
y-45 21 12·0 3·0 

Concerning the a-gliadins, co-gliadins and HMW-glutenin subunits, some slight 
quantitative differences were observed, however. For instance, the proportion of· m
gliadins is higher in y-42 types, which can be explained by the occurrence. of more 
components (bands 23, 33, 35 and 38) in this type than in the y-45 type (band 35 only). 
Also, the proportion of a-gliadins is higher in wheats belonging to the a-73 type 
(associated with higher gluten firmness) and the proportion of HMW-glutenins is lower 
in wheats containing the '13 plus 16' allele (associated with lower cooking quality). 
Although rather weak, these differences could be consistent with our previous hypothesis 
since it is conceivable that a higher proportion of aggregative proteins (such as HMW 
glutenin subunits, or, to a lesser extent, a-gliadins43

) could have a positive effect. on 
technological quality, while the opposite could be true with the very sulphur-poor co
gliadin group44

• 

However, when comparing the total proportions of these different groups with quality 
data, either considering all genotypes or, more especially, when considering sub
assemblies of y-42 or y-45 lines, most of the allelic types do not show any significant 
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correlation (Table IX). Even the proportions of LMW-glutenin subunits, which are very 
highly correlated with quality data among all durum wheats,. are no longer good 
indicators of gluten viscoelasticity or pasta condition-of-surface within y-42 or y-45 
genotypes. 

TABLE IX. Correlation coefficients relating the proportions of HMW- and LMW-glutenin 
subunits to viscoelastic properties of gluten and to the condition-of-surface score of cooked pasta 

Gluten elastic recovery 
All 34 cultivars 
21 type -y-45 cultivars 
13 type -y-42 cultivars 

Condition-of-surface score 
of cooked pasta 
All 34 cultivars 
21 type -y-45 cultivars 
13 type -y-42 cultivars 

Proportion of total 
protein. accounted for 

by subunits with 
mobilities of 281 to 382 

(HMW-glutenins) 

-0·226 NS 
-0·079 NS 
-0·179 NS 

-0·320 NS 
-0.250 NS 
-0·300 NS 

Proportion of total 
protein accounted for 

by subunits with 
mobilities of 750 to 847 

(LMW-glutenins) 

0·839*** 
0·240 NS 
0·350 NS 

0·668*** . 
0·265 NS 
0·487* 

NS =not significant;•••= significant at the P < 0·001 level;•= significant at the P < 0·05 level. 

Even taking into account the actual amount of the protein components in semolina 
(considering the mean proportion of total proteins of the different genotypes), it is not 
possible to show a relationship between the amount of the different a-gliadin or HMW
glutenin subunit alleles and quality data (results not shown). 

Except for the LMW-glutenin subunits, which have by far the major effect on cooking 
quality attributes and for which differences in protein amount clearly distinguish 
between (but not within) type-42 and type-45 cultivars or lines, further investigations. are 
needed before concluding that the effect of the different alleles could derive· from a 
difference in the amount of the relevant proteins. Specific studies on complete protein 
sequences using molecular biology techniques and on functional properties should be 
carried out on the different allelic groups of durum wheats. Checking for differences in 
aggregativ~ behaviour (as with A-gliadin bread wheat types45

) or secondary structure 
between the different a-gliadin allelic types is suggested. 

New protein associations in breeding programmes: future perspectives 

Although these observations will have to be tested again for other sets of genotypes 
encompassing broader genetic variation or for progenies of other crosses, it seems likely 
that the suggested associations and hypotheses will have significant implications in 
breeding programmes aimed at developing durum wheat cultivars with very strong 
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gluten, very good condition-of-surface of cooked pasta, or with other desirable 
technological characteristics. 

However, since the new genotypes, at least in the present European context, will have 
to be grown with extremely high yields, the margin of variation for breeders is generally 
narrow, and extremes are not always desired. Because it is now possible to breed easily 
for durum wheats with firm and elastic glutens by screening for y-gliadins or LMW
glutenin subunits, an interesting possibility is to take into account alleles with minor 
effects, allowing the breeders progressively to select for slightly improved genotypes with 
respect to other technological traits and to modulate the quality level, for instance within 
r-45 types. 

Should the associations between new allelic types and quality data prove to be general 
in durum wheats, it will be possible to establish a more accurate hierarchy between the 
effect of the different alleles and their interaction. This should allow a breeding index for 
quality to be developed, which would enable breeding lines to be screened in a more 
gradual way than from the 42/45 allelic pair presently used. 

For all that, more specific quantitative determinations should be carried out, using for 
instance image analysis of two-dimensional fractionations, and the respective effect of 
each allele in a given genetic context should be investigated using specific crosses or near 
isogenic lines. Also, genetic studies should be undertaken to obtain more information on 
linkage values and on the nature of the associations suggested in this work. 

Conclusions 

Although protein components may not explain the whole genetic variability in durum 
wheat quality (which can also involve other components such as lipids, starch or 
oxidoreductases) this work, based on statistical analyses of densitometric data, has 
demonstrated a number of associations between specific proteins and quality attributes. 
Some associations are likely to be based on functional properties of proteins. For 
instance, viscoelastic properties of gluten are strongly related to the amount of 
aggregative-type proteins, such as LMW-glutenin subunits. Some other protein groups, 
such as cx-gliadins, p-gliadins, or HMW-glutenin subunits, are statistically associated 
with pasta cooking quality, but further work is needed to determine whether their effects 
are based on differences in functionality or in the amount of the different allelic variants, 
and also to investigate possible interactions between the different alleles.· For the first 
time, several technological traits (other than cooking quality) and several agronomic 
attributes have been found to be associated with specific gliadin or glutenin allelic types. 
Although the exact nature of these associations remains to be clarified and genetic 
linkages determined, it should be possible to improve durum wheat breeding 
methodology further by taking into account these new markers. 

The excellent technical assistance of Renee Berrier, Joelle Dusfour, Odile Gar~on-Marchand, 
Remi Alary, Marc Chaurand and Daniel Combe is gratefully acknowledged. 
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